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Over and above we are building a hotel business that will be the cynosure of all eyes. These focus groups
provided useful information into the decision making processes of consumers. The original structure is further
glorified by re-creating the historic monuments present, hence presenting the historic beauty of the city to their
guests. Future For our business services, we intend to hire a sales representative who will be in charge of
prospecting for new clients. Luxury Hotel Business Plan Example. The Irwin is confident that it will not take
long to build a following that will put us at full capacity within the next year. Our mission is to provide our
customers luxury and rest with best customer service. We tried our best to be realistic throughout this
marketing plan focus on customer satisfaction which is our best asset and back bone of our business. And of
course, a whiff of scandal makes it even more compelling to curious tourists. We will have a Grand Opening
to be scheduled upon construction completion which will be advertised on the internet, in local newspapers,
local radio channels and personal invitations. We will also install a free Wi-Fi that will enable our guests surf
the internet with their laptop in the hotel room free of charge, and there will be wireless access in all the public
area in the hotel; we will also provide mobile phones for loan to business travelers for their convenience so as
to enable them stay in â€” touch with their family members, friends, and business partners. Can Bordoy
intends to capture a portion of this regional market. The city of Banff is relatively tiny, squeezed into a narrow
mountain valley and bisected by the Bow River. Pedro Molina and Pablo Carrington. Based on this decision,
advertising and promotional possibilities were prioritized in order of probable effectiveness. Setting up those
businesses requires lots of ground work that needs to be done. This trend is also supported due to riots and
political instability in the main competing markets like Egypt, Portugal, Turkey, Greece and Tunesia. Market
Analysis At Can Bordoy the following tools were used to analyze and to explore the market: General available
market and tourist statistics Inquiries with existing and potential customers Marugal Cap Rocat Competitors
analysis tool Product positioning tool SWOT Analysis Mallorcas hospitality market is a billion EURO market
a year supported by more than 10 million visitors a year. We will continuously develop associations with the
world travel, business and tourist organizations and expect these alliances to further enhance our reputation as
a high quality destination with outstanding services and features. You too have the wherewithal to do so, as a
well put together business plan is available to you below. Review After you make the plan, review it again and
again, so that you can make any changes in case you have to. We will use the Yellow Pages to market our Inn,
as well as a Web page on the Internet which will focus on the features the Inn has to offer. This market has
experienced erratic growth in the recent years and especially the niche market of Boutique Hotels is
experiencing accelerating growth. Such investment in long run is not only beneficial to the company but also
works as a source of generating employment. It is important to state that hotel operations vary in size,
function, and cost which is why hotels are classified into different grades two star hotel, five star hotel, seven
star hotel et al. Due to the nature of our hotel we will serve healthy foods in high quality and will also offer
gluten free and diet service. The market aspect considers the quantity of service you can sell at a given time
and of course, the working team involved must have what it takes to run the business. Conclusion Such
templates serve as a first step for setting up a hotel business. These further require a lot of investments and
involvement for building up such assets. Bruno Steinhauser Dipl. We raise our market segmentation from
three types of customers to five categories which we did not consider in the last years. Mention all the goals,
even the minute ones, so that you will know how to work towards them. The Board of Managers currently
consists of Mr. We are set to give our esteemed guests an unforgettable experience whenever they patronize
our hotel. Accommodation choices run the range from the famous hotels and lodges to five star hotels.


